ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING COMPUTATIONAL MODELS
display the most relevant results for Au 4 clusters supported on the δ-MoC (001) surface. Different adsorption sites have been checked and as one can be seen, the most stable structure (Cluster 1 and Cluster 2) correspond to energy degenerate 3D geometries with three atoms deposited on MMC sites. Cluster 3 represents a rotated pyramid structure where one Au atom is in contact with Mo surface atoms and the probable repulsion between them provokes the cluster tilt. Eventually, we can consider Cluster 4 and 5 as 2D, despite of the fact that, as the same case of Cluster 3, the Au atoms nearby and/or in contact with Mo surface atoms are located slightly above than atoms in contact with C surface atoms. In conclusion, 3D Au 4 clusters are clearly more stable than 2D. 
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